oxygen
This talk....
In the beginning there was 3
No one expects the Oxygen Inquisition.
But it's not enough...
For the future and beyond...
Introducing the oxygen font...

The Missing Link

boldly go were?

code is more fun in a monospaced font

Introducing the oxygen font...
A BIG PROBLEM...
oxygen

Tips......
First one, and because I have to repeat this way more that I should.....
Oxygen

SVG is scalable but your screen is not....
Gradient VS Image?
oxygen

Don't judge a book by its cover... (I do)
A presentation issue, Am I simple enough?
A presentation issue, Am I powerful enough?
Integration is a myth?
Fonts are important.

A good story

code is more fun in a monospaced font

The Missing Link

oxygen

oxygen font

boldly go were?
Set the correct mood for your app...
Make it an experience...
oxygen

Just because it's wrong...
“I think Skeuomorphism is the easy and wrong answer to the need of interfaces”

some guy that is not mart

yes and no
No I don't have definitive answers to anything... except.. “don't scale it” ;)}
Please ooooooo please find more “NUNO's”
Questions